Sinister Mfg. Company, Inc. ("Sinister Diesel") is the leader in diesel performance parts. The Sinister Diesel name, blue color and the logo are icons that represent quality, performance, technology and style. The Sinister Diesel name and logo demand attention and are presented, installed and worn as much as badges of honor as of corporate identity.

Our top priority is our customer. Therefore, we contact eBay regarding all listings that contain unauthorized use of any of the Sinister Diesel trademarks or other intellectual property. Our trademark and intellectual property diligence ensures that our customers are not confused by unauthorized/infringing uses of our intellectual property.

The following are Sinister Diesel's trademarks (among many others): the color BLUE; SINISTER DIESEL; Pit Bull logo; AR-15 EXHAUST; ASSAULT SERIES; MASTER SOLUTION; COMPLETE SOLUTION; BASIC SOLUTION; SPOOLED UP; CENTURION; COOL FORCE; AMERICAN BORN & BRED.

According to trademark and general intellectual property law, Sinister Diesel has the legal responsibility to enforce its trademark and intellectual property rights. Please note that the sale, use, manufacture, distribution of either counterfeited or infringing Sinister Diesel material or products is illegal and carries civil and/or criminal penalties. Sinister Diesel will continue to aggressively pursue those violating Sinister Diesel's intellectual property rights.

If you have questions or wish to report an infringement or the sale of counterfeit goods please contact us via www.sinisterdiesel.com or info@sinisterdiesel.com .